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The “Performance Appraisal Indicator (PAI) – Your Blueprint for Personal, Professional
and Spiritual Empowerment ‘PLAY’ Book” was designed to determine the extent to
which our personal values systems (PVS) are aligned or misaligned with our true
nature – Spirituality.
When CHD Street Therapy team players’ PVS are
totally aligned with our true nature, as measured
by the PAI, we enter the Center of “C” (Christ
Almighty). The Center of “C” is where creativity will
always be. If we do not like what we see, we have
the power to change it as simple as 1, 2, 3.
Once CHD Street Therapy team players achieve this
incredible milestone of being at the Center of “C”,
we then enter the 3-dimensional realm of time and
space and take our rightful place of being one with
God Almighty, as indicated on the CHD Street
Therapy Moral Compass. The CHD Moral Compass
is always set at its true north position.
Since the number “3” is the prime factor that structures all of nature we, as CHD Street
Therapy team players, will never again lose our spiritual acuity to the powerful
influence of the infamous streets.
Every human being is playing a part of or apart from our true nature – spirituality. We
are all performing on a sliding scale (the Moral Compass) that represents an inverse
relationship between spiritual values and material values. When the weight of the
world’s population values move counter and away from our true nature, we play the
game in vain and wind up living an antiquated “Life Of Stress and Strife” ® (LOSS).
When the weight of the world’s population values move in a spiritual direction towards
our true nature, we play the game in God’s name and joyously live a “Passionate Life of
Adventure and Youthfulness” ™ (PLAY). Are you living a PLAY?
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